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1. summery

CLT stands for Content Lex Token used as virtual assets to develop
content and manage the metaverse platform “Leverse world”.
The word Metaverse came from the science fiction “Snow Crash” in
1992. But the word is already part of our real-life and interacting via
3D virtual space through avatars.
According to a businessman who is familiar with Metaverse,
“Metaverse is an assembly of virtual space which can interact each
other even though both are not in the same physical space through
avatars. Comparing metaverse and the internet, we can now get into
its content on metaverse, which was not possible from the internet.

Major companies already have been progressing conferences,
concerts, festivals on metaverse.
One of the biggest events on the cryptocurrency field “Coindesk

Consensus 2021 ”already forecasted things that can be achieved in
the metaverse.
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The success of metaverse development
will be led by technologies such as
blockchain, artificial intelligence, 5G, and
6G because it also promises to offer
distrusted immerse experiences to users.

In light of the circumstances of companies
that have already taken part in metaverse
development, economic experts predict
that VR and AR technology will support
the world economy by over 1.5 trillion
until 2030.

However ambition of metaverse will be
realized after data and its security,

currency, and payment, ownerships are
solved. Nowadays many metaverse
solutions can resolve independently.

But the solution that can resolve all
these problems alone is not yet
strengthened.

Leverse world is targeting to be the
platform that could give shape to the
metaverse.
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2. Vision

Leverse world is a metaverse platform in which users can
experience meta world in virtual reality targeting to offer metareality experiences to users through Real Metaverse based on
high technologies.

Our blockchain based platform targets real estate

development. Users can easily buy estates, construct the
city, and take part in economic activities.
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3. Leverse World Solutions
Mutual communications from metaverse to other metaverse
is important before our life sink into metaverse.
Leverse world offer the followings.
◇preexistence technology integration
Even though it is meaningless in real life, most people just
purchase virtual lands and sells them to other at higher
price. This is because metaverse is not easily integrated with
actual life technology.
“Land” in Leverse World is not only a piece of estate. Plans
are to instill development values to each land.
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◇Leverse World Solution #1
The goal of Leverse world is develop the platform in which offers
content of high level realism and content.
Leverse world will offer not only metaverse experiences via
mobile and desktop but also lead users to metaverse using Full
Body Motion Tracking technologies which will let users realize
physical existence by real-time mapping. Ubiquitous computing
technology makes this tracking system capture exact user’s
movement without errors which will support metaverse contents
from trading lands to various expended contents.

◇Leverse World Solution #2
Leverse World believe that it is possible that whatever is possible
in real life is also possible in virtual reality.
In other word Leverse World will construct digital metaverse

contents which everyone can enjoy meta universe which
transcends time and physical constraints.
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◇Leverse World Solution #3
Leverse World stores User data using blockchain technologies.
Not only data are safe from falsification but also reasons that all
data are saved in the obvious ledger, users can share data in
reliable ways.

◇Leverse World Solution #4
Leverse World helps metaverse
participants manage their assets
By the profits of
Virtual assets management.
Leverse World’s virtual reality contents
Subscription system offers the opportunity
to have CLT.

◇Leverse World Solution #5
Leverse World pursue to offer users to experience metaverse
not facing any complexed understandings about blockchain and

crypto currency.
Leverse World’s early access participants can take part in Leverse
World contents development subscription and participants in

which gained Contents Lex ticket can own and use CLT which
can be switched to Contents lex token, the virtual asset.
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◇Leverse World Solution #6
In Leverse World, any users can upload their products such as
music files to build as NFT profit. This NFT is possible to upload
on market inside Leverse World. As more users interact with
Leverse World, NFT producers can make a profit by selling or
secondary sales loyalty.
To put it simply, Leverse World Platform pursue to combine real
World and virtual world with high technologies for the real world.
Leverse World’s plans start from constructing
Hotels and Departments on the land
users acquired to make profits.
The best advantage for CLT is that
users can purchase goods at the
Platform or switch to other virtual

assets.

◇Leverse World Solution #7
Leverse World pursues to offer content development tools to users
that own land. It will provide each user to build superior experiences.
In addition, pursuing a global communications network will provide a
high sense of reality to users.
Connecting a global communication channel will provide the solution
to let users communicate from the real world with metaverse by
text/voice calls.
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4. Leverse World Introduction
Goal for Leverse world is to gather real-life to the metaverse.
Followings are the things that users can do in Leverse World

Economic Activities in virtual world

Virtual estate development

Users can build shopping malls or

Users can build and develop virtual

billboards to advertise their content.

estate in the virtual world.

As a result, it will let users do economic

They can build cities, sell both cities and

activities which are connected to real-

estate to get CLT.

world, get jobs in the virtual world just
like the real world

Games

Communications in virtual world

Leverse World helps user to enjoy

Leverse world users can

beneficial life by concerts, sports, game

communicate with other users to

contents

share various information.
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5. Token & Tokenomics
CLT which is TRC-20 based token will supply momentum to the
world economy. As CLT is TRC-20 based token, the trading fee
is cheaper and it is faster.

Total publish – 3.5B CLT

Lex Token Echosystem

Content Lex token’s published

CLT trades virtual reality content of

amount is 3.5Billiton.

Leverse World. It can also be

Contents lex token is the medium

exchanged for various game points

that lets trading activities in the

that exist in Leverse World. Users can

platform.

use CLT to connect the game’s point A
to point B.

Air drop

Staking

Leverse World will compensate

Users can develop a virtual land of

participants through various free airdrop

Leverse World by staking CLT and

events. This will play a pivotal role in

Mine Mee Coin. Through this, users

securing new users in Leverse World.
The air drop will be an effective tool to
promote Leverse World.

can experience metaverse on the
Leverse World platform and enjoy
each game.

CLT incineration policy
Leverse World plan to incinerate up to 90% of CLT by incinerating a
certain percentage of CLT which is used for development subscription
CLT WHITE PAPER
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Content Lex Token
Content Lex Token will be used in the authentic metaverse platform
Leverse World, and further, develop into a virtual asset that can be
widely used in the general market.

Content Lex Tokens are exchangeable with Mee coin in the platform and also for the game
points.
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Token transfer function

Token incineration function

Air drop function

NFT
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Contents development
Subscription

Token payment method

NFT
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Token Distribution
-Airdrop to users - 50%
-Retention for Foundation - 25%
-Project Maintenance - 10%
-Marketing and Partnership - 10%
-Advisors & team - 5%
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6. Early invest opportunity
1) Users can own CLT even before it is listed on the market. The only
way is to participate in the Leverse World content development
subscription. If the user took part in the content development
subscription and secure development ticket, CLT will be automatically

possessed.
2) CLT
Contents Lex Token’s initial published amount is 3.5billion. This will

make its ecosystem and its value by the market situation, content
development status, and the platform operations, and will be
promoting the construction of a metaverse country to increase its

value.
3) The initial price will start from $0.01이며 which is 10% of Leverse
World’s land price. The market price of CLT will be determined after it

is listed on the exchange, but is planned to be listed at the price of
$0.01.
4) CLT can also be secured through Land, which is developed free

through the Leverse Link app operated by Leverse World. To prevent
inflation, it will be aimed to reduce hourly development quantity.
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7. Ecological system and Economic
Leverse is a platform but it is a living ecosystem as a whole. As a

result, it will grow along the S curve over time over time.
Leverse World aims to create a healthy and sustainable ecosystem
that will continue to grow.

The Ecosystem is formed as 3 big themes: virtual estate, metacruise,
and Web-based metaverse.
It is designed in such a way that the number and type increase as

users amount increase over time.

Virtual
real
estate

Leverse World
Meta
Cruise

WEB
Metaverse
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User incentive
The ecosystem aims to protect users by providing incentives to users in
multiple ways.

• Data offering
Consumer data is used in various ways in online shopping. Leverse World
ecosystem will compensate users for providing data to Leverse World
shopping malls or brands.
• Advertisement Customization settings
When the user selects to receive a customized advertisement, the user
can receive token as a reward.
• Purchasable data by brands
The brands in Leverse World shopping mall can get data about targeted
customers by purchasing CLT in the market and paying at Leverse world
Platform and customers.
• Target Advertisement
Targeted advertisements can be effectively performed using CLT.
Leverse World shopping mall compensates by collecting data and
providing data to other brands in Leverse World shopping mall. It also
contributes to the increased token values by receiving CLT.
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8. RoadMap
2021

• Launch Leverse World
• virtual estate development subscription
• Publishing CLT and promotions
• Leverse World Web page with My office

• Launch Leverse Link the beta app

AR l VR l AI l MR l XR

• Start Content development
2022

• Register virtual estate
• Start selling virtual estate to general
• Integration with virtual asset exchange
• List CLT to market

• Start Develop Leverse shopping mall
• Start Develop Leverse K-POP Contents
• Mee Messenger Service Begin
• K-POP Concert on Leverse World

• Launch NFT Market
• Start Develop MetaCruise in Leverse
World
• Virtual estate contruction and interior

Leverse believes that playing and
working can be converged in the

system.
• Start Develop Leverse World Meta
broadcasting station
• Third Leverse K-POP Concert

future.
Users are empowered by
economic opportunities and
economic activities that can

2023
• Leverse Platform Development Complete

change the world.

TIMELINE
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Virtual asset management

Virtual reality platform
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Meta Cruise
Metacruise in Leverse World is a metaverse cruise in virtual reality.
Enjoying traveling content and game content is possible, and all payment method
is done by virtual assets such as CLT.

2022.06
First Departure
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Culture Content
Leverse World develops content that shares traditional cultures around the world
through metaverse.
The goal is to create a metaverse world where people all over the world can
converge by developing interesting cultural content in different cultures and lives.

2022.08
First Performance
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NFT based Metaverse Management

Leverse World NFT
NFT policy in Leverse World will be
operated by evaluating its value and scarcity among
the numerous contents of Leverse World and issuing
NFTs to individual users

NFT
The word stands for Non - Fungible Token which has its uniqueness and is highly
scarce. It’s an irreplaceable digital token with blockchain technology that has its
recognition value and characteristics that can not be exchanged or copied.
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9. Legality
Leverse World understands the legal issues to achieve through contents
Lex Token.
In addition, we will legally meet the requirements of relevant regulations
and license conditions wherever Content Lex Token is operated with
experienced lawyers.

We will not undermine the integrity of the existing market and will
maximize the benefits for the traders by reducing costs and minimizing
complexity for project participants by cryptocurrency.
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10. Exemption provisions
Except for prospective descriptions and historical information, this paper may have
problems about future predictive descriptions.
These descriptions are just predictions, and risks and uncertainties are inevitable.
Statements of future predictions based on assumptions and estimates, company’s
plans, strategies, and expectations are generally identifiable through certain

expressions such as “expected”, “proceed”, “believe”, “estimate”. Investors should
be careful not to rely too much on forward-looking statements.
Essentially, forward-looking information encompasses the risk or uncertainty of
the possibility that will not happen. These risks and uncertainties include not only
risks about industries that the company is included, but also factors and risks that
affect general economic condition, exchange rates, interest rates.
Conditions that might actually occur might have different consequences from

expressed description. This also contains any prospective description from us,
from our representative or from our agent is explicitly meaningful as noted in this
section.
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Except as legally required, the company is not obligated to disclose
or modify new information and future events and also other matters
or risks affecting this information in this paper. In addition, the

company, executives, and company employees, people involved in
publishing this paper do not guarantee the accuracy or future
possibilities of this paper.

The forward-looking description reflects only the views at the time
this paper was published. This paper is designed to provide
information(including the ideas and technical details of content Lex)

to unspecified people which are interested in Contents Lex Token.
Before filling out the information in this paper, the Content Lex team
has already reviewed the content and detailed the technical content
and is making reasonable efforts to deliver the latest information
through the update. However, this does not mean the company
guarantee or asserts that anything related to the content of this
paper.
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The contents stated in this paper are described based on the time
when this paper is published, and not all or part of the contents are

binding or obligated.
Therefore, the contents lex team is not liable for any losses caused by
the use or non-use of the information described, or by inaccurate or

incomplete content.
Also, the Contents Lex team is not responsible for any action used
for a purpose other than providing information for this paper. If any

conflicts in translation, the latest version of the Korean version has
priority.
But this should not also be seen as the company guaranteeing the

responsibility for the content of the Korean version. The “Predicted
information” included in this paper has not gone through the
individual verification procedure. This also includes future events and
refers to expected performance, and words such as “expected”,
“predictive”, “plan”, “expectation”.
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Also, we ask for the understanding that prospects are based on the
time this paper was published and can be changed according to
changes strategies in the future, market conditions, and development
environments.
Content Lex team is not liable for any legal or moral responsibilities
caused by the use of this paper.
If the terms or expressions on this disclaimer for exemption are
contrary to current law and regulations, the terms or expression will
be invalid until amended, but rest of the disclaimer will still be valid.
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Leverse World
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